
Slight crab left. Medium, no 
angle. Dave writing furiously.1 2 3 High angle, framed by shoul-

der and laptop. Dave pushes 
his chair back and walks away, 
asking “Watch my stu�?”

Close up, no angle. Roxy’s eyes 
flick up briefly. She replies
“Yeah, sure...”4 5 6

Close Up, no angle. Pen falls 
onto book and rolls slightly.

Medium, high. Red blob sprints 
across frame.

Medium, high. Roxy stands up 
quickly and shouts “Stop!”

Scene 1 Location: Blusson Hall Study Area



Hallway is empty.7 8 9Medium, high. Roxy sinks down 
again, defeated. “Well, at least his 
phone is still there...”

Inset shot. End of scene, fade to 
black.

Medium-long, high. Boy in red 
hoodie walks through aisle, 
grabbing pens and pencils 
from desks.

10 11 12Fade in from black. 
Medium-close, low. Prof 
announces a 5 minute break. 
Roxy is packing up when she 
notices something.

Close up, no angle. Red 
winks at Roxy.

Scene 2 Location: Surrey 3090



Medium close, no angle, 
reaction shot.13 14 15Medium, no angle. Red runs 

out of room and Roxy chases 
after him.

Medium-long, high. Roxy
runs out of the room,
and looks left and right.
She’s lost him. Fade to
next scene.

16 17 18

Location: Blusson Hall

Scene 3 Location: Maggie Benson Center

Medium shot, eye level. 
Roxy meets someone 
across hallway and asks 
about Red.

Close up, high. Roxy 
notices Dave’s pen. Asks 
about it.

Medium, low. The 
person explains how 
they got it.



Close-up shot, high angle. 
Someone quickly zips past 
Roxy while she talks.19 20 21

22 23 24

Medium shot, high
angle. Roxy chases after
thief. Camera is shaky
and unstable, tracking
toward movement.

Location: Blusson Hall and Courtyard

Long, high. Roxy chases Red 
down the stairs.

Medium, slightly high. Red 
runs out the door. Cut on 
action.

Long, high. Roxy chases 
Red across courtyard.

Medium, low. Red steals 
Roxy’s scarf and dashes 
away.



25 26 27
Medium close, starts blocked 
by Roxy’s head and 
shoulders.

Inset shot of Roxy’s foot. Crab left, insert, no 
angle. 

28 29 30
Medium high. Roxy follows 
Red into corridor.

Roxy’s POV. Red suddenly 
changes direction.

Medium, no angle. Roxy 
looks left and right.



Medium shot, high angle.
Dave shows o� a new
pen he found (where Roxy 
stole for him earlier).

34 35 36Medium-long shot, low 
angle. Back at the library, 
Roxy with Dave. Camera 
crabs right slowly.

Close-up shot, high angle. 
As Roxy and Dave leave 
library, Roxy grabbed extra 
cue-cards from a desk 
where someone is seated.
Camera slowly zooms in.Scene 4 Location: Blusson Hall Study Area

Medium shot, eye-level. Roxy 
discovers another young 
man with her scarf, 
underdressed for the 
weather. Dialogue ensues.

33
Location: Res Bus Stop

Medium. Roxy blocks as she 
runs past.31 Medium, eyes cut o�. “I’ve 

got you now!”32


